
                                               Typical Correction:Topic One 

I-Reading                                       ( 15points ) 

A-Comprehension:                         (7 points) 

 

1 - c- Argumentative                         ( 0,5 pts ) 

 

2-a-F     b-T    c-F                               (1,5 pts ) 

 

3-paragraph 2                                    (0,5 pts ) 

 

4-                                                         3 pts 

     a- Cultural diversity is the quality of diverse or different cultures, as opposed to monoculture, as in the 

global monoculture, or a homogenization of cultures, akin to cultural decay /The phrase cultural diversity 

can also refer to having different cultures respect each other's differences. 

     b- No,they do not 

     c- Because it will deny people within those societies the benefits of technological and medical advances 

enjoyed by those in the "developed" world. 

 

5- a-biodiversity                           b-people                                               (1,5 pts) 

 

B-Text exploration:                                                                                                             (8 points ) 

 

1- a-diverse /different             b-rejected                                                (1,5 pts) 

 

2-    immorality –ethical – inhuman - underdeveloped                           ( 2 pts ) 

 

3-                                                                                                              1,5 pts 

  1- b-Critics argued that the promotion of poverty in underdeveloped nations as “Cultural Diversity “ was 

unethical 

  2- b- Individuals and societies have largely been  impacted  across the world 

  3-b-bSustainable civilizational triumph will not occur  unless all components of cultural domains flourish. 

   

 

4-1pts 

               / s / /z /  / iz / 

Benefits societies –traditions Advances 

 

5- in – unethical – because - cultural   ( 2 pts ) 

 

PART TWO:Written Expression:                                                                                                ( 5points ) 

          Topic ONE::- Form (2,5pts )      -Content ( 2,5 pts )  

          Topic TWO:   Form (2,5 pts )     -Content (2,5pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 الموضوع الثاوي

PART ONE: Reading                                                                                       (15points) 

A-Comprehension:                                                                                                          (7 points ) 

 

 1- b-a   magazine article       (0,5 pts ) 

2- a-T      b-T    c- F      ( 1,5 pts ) 

 

3- a-§ 3       b-§2    ( 0,5pts ) 

 

4- 3 pts 

        a-If we do not prevent cheating,we will have a citizen that kills its people instead of giving life 

        b- The influx of mobile phone also played its own role of being one of the channels for exchanging 

exam answers between and among cheaters. 

 

        c-No,it has added its own headache to the education sector while the sector is already suffering to 

tackle challenges related to ensuring quality and the like. 

 

5-  a-father          b-a citizen                      c-cheating in exams(     (1,5 pts ) 

B-Text Exploration:                                                                                                     ( 8 points ) 

1- 

       a- guarding                                                       b-get ahead       ( 2pts )  

2-1,5 pts = 0,25 ×6 

 Verb Noun Adjective 

Example to prevent Prevention prevented 

 to restrict  restricted / restrictive 

  exam / examination/examiner 

/ee 

examined 

 to educate education /education /educate educational 

 

 3-1,5 pts 

      a- Despite the fact most people believe that cheating is unethical ,many parents encourage their children 

to use any way to pass exams . 

      b-The nations’ economy sustainability will not fall in question unless it is  supported by professional 

contributions of university graduates hating cheating.  

      c-Cheating has become such an easy way to pass exams that today ,many students use smart 

technologies to cheat. 

 

4-1pts  

  / t /  / d / / id / 

Liked televised - applied concerted 

 

5-                              b- d –c a      ( 2pts ) 
 

PART TWO:Written Expression                                                                  (5points) 

 

  Topic ONE::- Form (2,5pts )      -Content ( 2,5 pts )  

  Topic TWO:   Form (2,5 pts )     -Content (2,5pts) 

 


